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Abstract�Dark Web platforms like the infamous Silk Road
market, or other cyber-criminal or terrorism related forums, are
only accessible by using anonymity mechanisms like Tor. In this
paper we are concerned with geolocating the crowds accessing
Dark Web forums. We do not focus on single users. We aim
at uncovering the geographical distribution of groups of visitors
into time-zones as a whole. Our approach, to the best of our
knowledge, is the �rst of its kind applied to the Dark Web. The
idea is to exploit the time of all posts in the Dark Web forums
to build pro�les of the visiting crowds. Then, to uncover the
geographical origin of the Dark Web crowd by matching the
crowd pro�le to that of users from known regions on regular
web platforms. We assess the effectiveness of our methodology
on standard web and two Dark Web platforms with users of
known origin, and apply it to three controversial anonymous
Dark Web forums. We believe that this work helps the community
better understand the Dark Web from a sociological point of view
and support the investigation of authorities when the security of
citizens is at stake.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Dark Web hit the news six years ago with the rise of
Silk Road. On Silk Road�a clandestine drug market hidden
in the Dark Web�Internet users of Tor [1] could freely buy
all sorts of psychedelics with bitcoins in total anonymity. A
couple of years later, in 2013, the founder of Silk Road was
arrested and the site taken down. At that point it was an
estimated $1.2 billion business, and, after it was shut down,
countless successors quickly proliferated.

In the popular culture, the Dark Web is associated with
criminal activities�drug sale, identity theft, money launder-
ing, computer hacking, botnets, credit card frauds, gun sales,
child pornography, and other related cyber-crimes. This is only
partly true, anonymity technology like Tor and Bitcoin were
designed as a product of debates among technology libertari-
ans in the past decades and Tor and the Dark Web are actually
important to support freedom of information and speech in
the Internet, especially in countries where the government or
other powerful entities try to suppress it. Indeed, an important
part of the Dark Web is made of forums where people can
debate any matter of interest. Often, these forums are about
topics that are controversial or considered questionable by
the society. In other cases, they are meeting places where
dissidents of authoritarian countries can freely discuss politics
without being censored or prosecuted. Examples of political
sites in the Dark Web are Strongbox or GlobaLeaks. Strongbox
is promoted by the Freedom of the Press Foundation, while
GlobaLeaks by The Hermes Center for Transparency and
Digital Human Rights. Examples of forums about questionable

topics are the CRD Club, a Russian site on computer hacking
and technology frauds, or the Dream Market, a forum about
the quality of drugs and vendors in the associated marketplace.

In this paper, we consider the problem of uncovering the
geographical origin of the crowd of a Dark Web forum. We are
not interested in attacking the anonymity of the single forum
visitor, we are interested in understanding the geographical
distribution of the visitors as a collective property. In these
respect, this paper considers the notion of anonymity in the
Dark Web with a new angle. Previous work, especially on
Tor, has focused on attacking anonymity mostly by using
traf�c analysis or web browser �ngerprinting. In the �rst case,
the adversary controls both the endpoints in the Tor mixing
circuit, or even the autonomous systems of the entry and exit
points of the circuit, and is able to de-anonymize a single
user by correlating the traf�c at the two endpoints. In the
second case, the adversary controls the local network of the
user and is able to understand the destination site of the user
browsing session by �ngerprinting the traf�c and matching
the �ngerprint against a set of known web sites. In our work,
we do not assume any control of the network, we just access
the forum and analyze the pro�le of access to the forum as
documented by the postings�information that is available to
every member of the forum with no particular privilege.

The fundamental idea is to consider the time of all postings
in the Dark Web forum and match it to the pro�le of Internet
activity on standard web forums of crowds from known
regions. In this way, we can decompose the pro�le of posting
into components that uncover the geographical origin of the
crowd of the forum. In particular, we consider the typical
pro�le of postings during the day of people with veri�ed origin
from 14 countries and states, including Germany, Japan, the
USA, Brazil, Malaysia, Finland, among others. Surprisingly,
the pro�les, though with small differences due to culture, are
quite consistent, both in the standard web and in the Dark Web.
We use these pro�les to decompose the pro�les of the forum
into components centered in the time zones of the world.

We performed experiments in real forums in the Dark
Web. The �rst two, the CRD Club which is in Russian and
the Italian DarkNet Community (IDC), validated our �ndings
to be respectively centered in Russia and Italy, as perfectly
con�rmed by our analysis. Then, we uncovered the crowds
of the Dream Market, The Majestic Garden, a site of fans of
psychedelic experiences, and the Pedo Support Community, a
forum on child abuse. According to our methodology, the �rst
site is mostly European (with an important component from
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North America), the second one is mostly North American
(with a smaller component from Europe), and the third one,
arguably the most controversial, has an important component
of the crowd living in Southern Brazil or Paraguay.

We believe that our contribution can be key to better
understand the Dark Web and its plethora of forums from a
sociological point of view. Not only that, our methodology
can give important initial information about the geographical
origin of the users of a particular forum and, in case illicit
activities are at stake, support the discovery of their real
identities by using known de-anonymization techniques in the
autonomous systems of the regions where most of them live.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Tor
Tor [1] is one of the most popular anonymity systems. With

over 2 million users, about 7, 000 relays, 3, 000 bridges, and
50, 000 estimated hidden services, it is also one of the largest.
Tor can be used to access the Internet anonymously and to use
services that are unreachable due to, for example, censorship.
The main idea is that the user selects a circuit that typically
consists of three relays�an entry, a middle, and an exit node.
The user negotiates session keys with all the relays and each
packet is encrypted multiple times, �rst with the key shared
with the exit node, then with the key shared with the middle
node, and lastly with the key shared with the entry node (also
known as the guard). To send a packet to the �nal destination
anonymously, it is �rst sent to the guard. The guard removes
the outer encryption layer and it relays the packet to the middle
node. In turn, the middle node removes its encryption layer
and relays the packet to the exit node. Lastly, the exit node
removes the last layer of encryption and relays the packet to
its �nal destination.

The fundamental idea is that the guard is the only relay that
communicates with the user, while it has no information on the
�nal destination. The exit relay is the only one that communi-
cates with the �nal destination, while it has no information
on the user. The middle node relays packets anonymously
between the two. Thanks to Tor, the user can get anonymous
access to Internet services like standard websites, for example.
Not only that, since the user communicates only with the
guard and not directly with the service, he can also circumvent
local censorship based on the IP of the destination, with the
complication that the Tor relay becomes the destination (as
far as the local censor is concerned), which can also be IP
blocked. Some Tor relays � �bridges� � are not listed in the
main Tor directory, to make it more dif�cult for ISPs or other
entities to identify or block access to Tor [2].

B. Hidden services
Tor is also known in the Internet community as one of

the core infrastructure to access the Dark Web. The Dark
Web is the set of online web resources that are not indexed
by common search engines and that can not be explored
without using anonymity technologies such as Tor, I2P [3],
or Freenet [4]. Technically, the services that run in the Dark

Web under Tor technology are called hidden services. Hidden
services have their own top level domain which is .onion, and
their host name consists of a string of 16 characters derived
from the service�s public key.

While Tor can be used to access the Internet anonymously,
hidden services use the very same Tor infrastructure to expose
their services without revealing their real physical identity and
location. On a high level, the architecture of the Dark Web
under Tor includes the following components: An introduction
point, hidden service directories, and a rendezvouz point. The
introduction point is a Tor relay chosen by the hidden service.
The rendezvous point is a Tor relay chosen by the user. The
rendezvous point will be used as the meeting point of the Tor
circuit set up by the user and the Tor circuit set up by the
hidden service. The hidden service directories are special Tor
relays that store all the information useful to allow the client to
know the introduction point of the hidden services. This way,
both entities are anonymous to each other and no node in the
system has complete information about the communication.

To appear in the Dark Web, hidden services need to perform
a setup phase. In this phase the hidden service selects the
introduction points, open a Tor connection with them, and
communicate the descriptor of the service to the responsible
hidden service directories. The user willing to connect to the
hidden service has to retrieve the descriptor from one of the
hidden service directories. Then, the user selects a rendezvous
point, sets up a Tor communication to it, and communicates to
one of the introduction point of the service the address of the
rendezvous point. The introduction point sends the address
of the rendezvous point to the hidden service that, in turn,
can set up a Tor communication to the rendezvous point. The
rendezvous point can now tell the user that a Tor connection
is established with the hidden service and that the circuit can
be used to communicate anonymously.

This way, the user and the hidden service can communicate
with the guarantee that both of them have no information
about the real identity and the IP of the counterpart. The Tor
infrastructure provides anonymity of the communication with
respect to all the entities involved and to external ones. Of
course, there are more details in the protocol, especially to
improve the security and privacy of the user and of the hidden
service. But these details are technical and not fundamental to
understand the rest of the paper.

III. THE HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH

As stated earlier in this work, our goal is to uncover where
users post from in Dark Web forums. To reach our goal we
start from an observation. Our behavioral patterns, including
access to web platforms or Dark Web hidden services, is
affected by our everyday life rhythm. In fact, during the
day we engage in activities in a systematic way mostly
dictated by the local time and daylight�waking up, going to
work/school, having lunch breaks, possibly doing afternoon
activities, having dinner, resting. Depending on the society
we are immersed in, we might get a certain set of habits
that are common to people around us but different to others.
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E.g., the siesta is common in some cultures, while rare in
countries with colder weather. Even so, our everyday life
rhythm in�uences when we do a certain activity during the
day, including access to the Internet. This is also shown in [5],
[6] where the authors analyzed Facebook and YouTube access
patterns. In both services, the requests steadily grow from the
early morning to the afternoon with a peak between 17:00
(5pm) and 22:00 (10pm), then the number of requests drops
rapidly during the night. In this line, our idea is to use the
correlation between the everyday life rhythm (timezone and
daylight) and the access or post patterns of users of forums
in the Dark Web to uncover where they post from. The �rst
step is to generate access pro�les that are common to users
of a certain geographical region (e.g. nation). We do so for
several regions of the planet. Then, given the access pro�le
of a crowd of users of which we do not know nothing of, we
uncover their origin according to the similarity with known
pro�les.

IV. BUILDING RELIABLE USER AND REGION PROFILES
FROM USER ACTIVITY TRACES

In this section we show how we build pro�les of users
from a given known population starting from their activity
traces. The trace can be of any kind: posts, comments to posts,
messages exchanged, access times, or even all the above. We
focus on building pro�les that describe the level of activity
of the population throughout the day. We start by pro�ling
single users. In particular, we try to determine whether a user
is or is not typically active at a given hour of the day. For this
reason, the pro�le of a user Pu is represented by an array of
24 elements, one per hour. The element h � {0, . . . , 23} of Pu
is the probability that user u is active during hour h of the day
on the target platform. Let boolean ad(h), indicate whether a
user has posted in the hth hour of day d. The pro�le Pu is
then de�ned as follows:

Pu = {Pu[h]|h � {0, . . . , 23}, Pu[h] =
�

d ad(h)�
d,h ad(h)

} (1)

Intuitively, the pro�le Pu is the distribution of user u activity
throughout the day on the target platform.

To achieve the overall population pro�le P we aggregate
over all the user pro�les as follows:

P = {P [h]|h � {0, . . . , 23}, P [h] =
�

u Pu[h]�
u,h Pu[h]

} (2)

However, to build reliable region pro�les we need to start off
from datasets that are rich enough to re�ect behavioral patterns
of users, and that includes veri�ed information regarding the
provenance of the corresponding population. One possibility
is the dataset [7] obtained through Twitter livestream APIs
representing around 2% of the total Twitter streams in 2016.
It includes tweets of 6, 058, 635 users from all around the
world whose hometown/country is retrievable from their Twit-
ter pro�le. Using this dataset and the pro�le methodology
described above we have built pro�les for 14 countries or
regions: Brazil, California, Finland, France, Germany, Illinois,

TABLE I
TWITTER DATASET�ACTIVE USERS BY COUNTRY/STATE.

Country/State active users (#)

Brazil 3, 763
California 2, 868
Finland 73
France 2, 222
Germany 470
Illinois 794
Italy 734
Japan 3, 745
Malaysia 1, 714
New South Wales 151
New York 1417
Poland 375
Turkey 1, 019
United Kingdom 3, 231

Fig. 1. A German user pro�le.

Italy, Japan, Malaysia, New South Wales (Australia), New
York, Poland, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. To do so,
we have considered daylight saving time for all regions where
it is used and we have �ltered out periods of particularly low
activity, like holidays. In addition, we have also �ltered out
non active users�users with just a handful of posts, lower
than a certain threshold, that do not give enough information
to pro�le their behavior in the long run. In our experiments,
we chose the threshold to be 30 posts, as we noticed that it is a
reasonable value to get a meaningful pro�le. Table I shows the
regions we have considered along with the number of active
users.

As an example, we show in Figures 1 and 2(a) the pro-
�les for a typical German user and the German population,
respectively. First, we note that in both the single user pro�le
and the overall population pro�le we can easily distinguish
night hours as those with lower activity (the interval between
1h (1am) and 7h (7am)). In addition, we can observe that
the single user activity (see Figure 1) has a �rst peak in
the morning, drops during lunch time, and begins to grow
again in the early afternoon till the evening hours, following
a typical daily rhythm. Finally, the overall German population
pro�le follows the same pattern found in the Facebook and
YouTube [5], [6]. This is true for all the populations of the
countries we have considered in Table I: they all have the
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(a) Regional pro�le built on the German Twitter dataset. (b) Generic pro�le built on all the Twitter dataset.

Fig. 2. Crowd pro�les on the Twitter Dataset: German (UTC + 1) vs Generic pro�le (UTC).

same trend, with the only difference being the timezone. So,
when crowds coming from different timezones are brought to a
common one�this can be done by shifting the corresponding
crowd pro�les to a common timezone, like e.g. UTC�their
pro�les are almost identical. This is also con�rmed by the
high Pearson correlation value computed on crowd activity
pro�le distributions after the shift for any two countries of
the Table I: It is about 0.9 in average. The trend persists
when a generic pro�le is built upon the activities of all users
independently on their region or nationality, after the pro�les
are properly shifted to a common timezone. As an example,
we have plotted the overall Twitter dataset pro�le aligned to
the UTC timezone in Figure 2(b). Note how this pro�le is very
close to the German population one 2(a) aligned to the German
local time (UTC + 1), with the only difference being a 1 hour
shift. Observe, for instance, how the evening activity peak is at
22h (10pm) for the German crowd (UTC + 1) whereas it is at
21h (9pm) for the generic crowd aligned to UTC. Therefore,
we can easily build the pro�le for every region, even those not
present in Table I, by just shifting the generic pro�le according
to the time difference between the region�s timezone and UTC.

A. Placing Anonymous Users to Regions
In this section we describe our methodology to geolocate a

crowd of users of unknown origin given their activity pro�les.
We base our methodology on the following intuition: Users
of the same region will have a pro�le that is very close to
that of the corresponding timezone crowd, and further away
from crowds of different timezones. So, for every member of
an anonymous crowd, we compare its pro�le with that of all
different timezone pro�les built with the method described in
the previous section. Then, we geolocate that member on the
timezone whose activity pro�le is less distant: The one for
which it takes less effort to transform the single user pro�le
into by both shifting and moving probability mass. (Recall
that activity pro�les are probability distributions). An adequate
distance measure in this view is the Wasserstein metric [8],
also known as the Earth Mover�s Distance (EMD). Given two
distributions of earth mass spread on the same space, the EMD
measures the least amount of work to move earth around so
that the �rst distribution matches the second.

1) Single-Country Placement: To assess the accuracy of
our geolocation methodology, we �rst apply it to the Twitter
dataset crowds, for which we have ground truth information
regarding their region. We start off with the German pop-
ulation. For every timezone, we compute the percentage of
German population with pro�les falling into that timezone
according to the EMD. Despite a common nationality, the
habits of two different people are not exactly the same. For
example, youngsters tend to go to sleep later than older people,
parents wake up earlier than teenagers, and so on. This should
also be re�ected in their online activity pro�les. So, while we
expect a large number of the German crowd to fall under the
timezone of Germany, we also foresee that a portion of this
crowd will be placed in neighbor timezones. This is con�rmed
by Figure 3, which plots the percentage of Germans placed to
the 24 timezones according to the EMD. We �rst observe that
there is a peak at UTC + 1 timezone, that covers Germany,
while the values drop down for timezones further away. Most
importantly, we observe that the crowd placement follows a
Gaussian distribution, with a standard deviation between the
�tted Gaussian and the crowd distribution of 0.013. This is
to be expected, considering the slight difference in behavior
between people of the same nationality mentioned earlier.

Figures 4 and 5 show the distributions for the populations
of France and Malaysia, respectively. Again, we observe that
they follow Gaussian distributions centered in the timezone of
the corresponding country. The same trend holds for all the
other countries in Table I, whose graphs we omit due to space
limitations. It is worth mentioning that, after applying curve
�tting [9] to the placement distributions, we note that the x
axis value corresponding to the peak of the placement matches
the mean of the Gaussian distribution. We also found that the
average Gaussian standard deviation value for all the countries
considered is � � 2.5, and that it corresponds to half of the
typical hour with lowest activity, between 4am and 5am local
time (see e.g. Figure 2(a) for the German population pro�le).

These observations bring us to the conclusion that, to
geolocate a given crowd of people from the same, unknown
region, it is enough to build the corresponding activity pro�les
placement through the EMD distance and curve-�t the result-
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Fig. 3. EMD based placement of the German Twitter crowd.

Fig. 4. EMD based placement of the French Twitter crowd.

ing distribution with a Gaussian. The center of the Gaussian
will uncover the timezone of the unknown region and thus the
geolocation of the crowd.

B. Multiple-Country Placement

Oftentimes, users access a given site from multiple different
regions. Since single region crowds follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion, we expect that the mixture of multiple region populations
exhibits a pro�le that follows a Gaussian mixture model.
Thus, uncovering the Gaussian distributions (i.e. the mean and
standard deviation) the model is composed of would allow us
to correctly place the members of mixed-country crowds in

Fig. 5. EMD based placement of the Malaysian Twitter crowd.

TABLE II
GAUSSIAN FITTING METRICS.

Dataset Average Standard deviation

Malaysian Twitter 0.009 0.013
German Twitter 0.009 0.009
French Twitter 0.008 0.010
Synthetic dataset (a) 0.011 0.010
Synthetic dataset (b) 0.012 0.010
CRD Club 0.007 0.006
Italian DarkNet Community 0.014 0.016
Dream Market forum 0.011 0.008
The Majestic Garden 0.009 0.011
Pedo support community 0.012 0.010

Baseline 0.081 0.070

the corresponding geolocations. However, this is not an easy
task. The reason is that we do not know a priori the number
of different regions of the crowd. To address this issue we
use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [9] �tting method for
Gaussian mixture distributions. EM is an iterative algorithm
used to estimate the maximum likelihood parameters of a given
model. In our case the model is the Gaussian mixture and
the components are the Gaussian curves. To initialize the EM
we use the standard deviation � � 2.5 observed empirically
for the Gaussian �tting curves of single-region placement
distributions in the previous section.

We test the effectiveness of the Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) based geolocation with the Twitter dataset, on which
we have ground-truth information regarding the nationality of
the users. This time we build two synthetic distributions of
multiple-region crowds as follows. The �rst synthetic distri-
bution is made of a three-way repetition of the Malaysian
user activity according to three different timezones: UTC,
Californian (UTC � 7), and the Australian region of New
South Wales (UTC + 9). In the second distribution we simply
merge together users from different regions: Illinois (UTC�6),
Germany (UTC + 1), and Malaysia (UTC + 8). The results
of the geographical classi�cation for both cases are shown
in Figures 6(a) and 6(b). We can notice that we accurately
uncover both the different number of regions per crowd
given by the number of different Gaussian curves and the
corresponding timezones that match the centers of the single
Gaussian distributions.

Lastly, in order to quantify how well the �tted Gaussians
match the crowd distributions we have computed the average
and standard deviation of the point-by-point distance of the
two (see Table II for all graphs included in this paper). As
benchmark we computed the same metrics for the Malaysian
dataset with the corresponding Gaussian �tting shifted of 12
hours (last row of the table). We note that both metrics are
very low for both the single-country �tting (�rst three rows)
and the multiple-country �tting (fourth and �fth row of the
table). This is particularly true when we compare them to the
baseline values, suggesting that the Gaussian curves �t well
the crowd distribution.
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(a) Synthetic dataset modelling the behavior of Malaysian users in three
different timezones: UTC, California, and Australia.

(b) Synthetic dataset made of Illinois, German, and Malaysian users.

Fig. 6. Geographical classi�cation of multiple-region crowds.

Fig. 7. Example of �at pro�le.

C. Polishing the Datasets
The EMD is also used to �lter out users with so called �at

pro�les: Users whose activity pro�le are very close to being
uniformly distributed over all the hours. See, for example,
the pro�le shown in Figure 7. From an in-depth investigation
on the Twitter dataset we saw that these kind of users are
typically bots. Rarely, they can be shift workers. At any rate,
the �atness of their pro�le makes so that there is no meaningful
information that distinguishes them from a bot machine. In
addition, they do not contribute in a meaningful way to the
creation of timezone pro�les. Thus, we have decided to remove
these pro�les from the datasets. To do so, we remove all the
users whose pro�les, according to the EMD, result being closer
to an arti�cial pro�le created by us where every value is of
1/24 (1/(#daily hours)), than to a timezone pro�le. We apply
this procedure in an iterative way to polish all the generic
timezone pro�les.

V. RESULTS

We used our methodology to geolocate some of the most im-
portant Dark Web real forums. First, we collected information
from several blogs on Tor and on the Dark Web. The Dark Web
system is large and very dynamic, therefore to test our �ndings
we selected �ve forums amongst the best known and popular
ones. Two of these are of known origin: The �rst, CRD Club,
is mostly in Russian, whereas the second one, Italian DarkNet

Community (IDC) is the forum of the homonymous Italian
marketplace in the Dark Web. We use these two �rst forums
to validate and con�rm our methodology, and then apply it to
other 3 DarkWeb forums.

The experiments proceed in a similar way for all the forums.
First, we sign up in the forum and write a post in the
�Welcome� or �Spam� thread to calculate the offset between
the server time (the one on the post) and UTC. In some forums
the timestamp of the posts is accurate and already in UTC. In
some other cases the timestamp does not specify the time zone
and we might think that this information alone can uncover
the location of the server (but not of the crowd of the forum).
Of course, this is not the case since the timestamp can be
deliberately shifted. In all cases, once the offset from UTC
is known we can collect the timestamps of the posts in a
sound and consistent way. Lastly, we also checked that in all
of the forums the posts appear with no delay. This has been
con�rmed for all of the �ve forums that we have investigated.

A. CRD Club http://crdclub4wraumez4.onion
The �rst case study is a Russian forum called the CRD Club.

It is divided in two macro sections, the �rst one written in
Russian (Cyrillic script), while the other one is an international
section written in English. On this forum users write about
technology, hacking, gambling, online anonymity, credit card
frauds and selling. Moreover, there is a subsection where
you can �nd job offers�for example people looking for
specialists that can hack a bank account or open a �bank
drop� (an account open on fraudulent credentials, often in a
�scal paradise). After our analysis, we can conclude that this
forum consists of a technology oriented crowd. Of course, we
expect that our methodology locates this crowd in the Russian
speaking countries.

We retrieved from the CRD Club 209 active users with
14, 809 posts in Russian. First, we note that the pro�le of
activity of the users of the forum, shown in Figure 8, is
very similar to the generic pro�le based on the whole Twitter
dataset (Figure 2(b)). This observation is con�rmed by the
high Pearson correlation of 0.93 between the two pro�les. This
result supports the conclusion that the users of the Dark Web
have similar access pattern of the users of the standard Web
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Fig. 8. Regional pro�le built on CRD Club Forum (UTC + 3)

Fig. 9. CRD Club, http://crdclub4wraumez4.onion Russian Forum.

and therefore that the Twitter generic pro�le can be a good
�ngerprint for hidden services too.

The results of our geographical classi�cation is shown
in Figure 9. As we can see, there is only one Gaussian
component, with an average distance of 0.007 and a standard
deviation of 0.006. This means that most of the crowd come
from a speci�c geographical area. Moreover, the Gaussian
mean falls between the UTC+3 (Bucharest, Moskow, Minsk)
and the UTC + 4 (Abu Dhabi, Tbilisi, Yerevan) time zones.
We can note that a very large part of the population of the
Russian speaking countries live exactly in these time zones.

Fig. 10. Italian DarkNet Community, http://idcrldul6umarqwi.onion Italian
forum and marketplace

B. Italian DarkNet Community http://idcrldul6umarqwi.onion
The Italian DarkNet Community (IDC) is the forum of the

homonymous marketplace (http://idcrldiqkb55tjo4.onion). As
the name suggests, both the forum and the marketplace are in
the Italian language, although inside the forum there are small
sections for English and French speakers too. The number of
posts per user in these sections is very low, fewer than our
threshold of 30 posts in order to get a meaningful pro�le.
Therefore, they are not included in our analysis. The forum
covers a large quantity of legal and illegal topics like politics,
economy & cryptocurrency, religion, betting, carding, hacking,
frauds, drugs, and sex experiences. Users of IDC are classi�ed
as regular (can freely join), �Pro�, �Vendor�, and �Elite�. In
order to become a �Pro�, �Vendor� or �Elite� user it is necessary
to pay a subscription fee that varies in the range 0, 007� 0, 3
Bitcoin. IDC is divided in �ve macro sections: Reception,
Main, Bad Stuff, Market, and Elite. The �rst three macro
sections�Reception, Main, and Bad Stuff �can be read and
written by anyone joining the forum. In addition, most of the
posts therein are public. The section Market is readable only
by �Pro� users and writable by �Vendor� users. Finally there is
the Elite section that is visible only by �Elite� members. Here
users can get law advice by a lawyer of the community, access
to malicious code and advanced tutorials about hacking and
card frauds. After the cleaning step we classi�ed 52 users and
1711 posts. In Figure 10 we show the distribution of users for
the Italian Dark Net community. The Gaussian Mixture Model
identi�es a single component centered close to the UTC + 1
and slightly shifted towards UTC + 2. The distribution has a
peak in the Italian time zone UTC+1, a standard deviation of
0.016 and an average distance of 0.014. This result con�rms
the validity of our methodology being the forum an Italian
one.

C. Dream Market http://tmskhzavkycdupbr.onion
The Dream Market forum is the of�cial forum of the Dream

Market Marketplace (http://lchudifyeqm4ldjj.onion). Most of
the discussion is about the quality of goods and vendors in the
marketplace, with a separate section to report scam vendors. It
is an international forum, where English is the only language
allowed. After the data cleaning step we classi�ed 189 users
and 14, 499 posts.

In Figure 11 we show the results. As we can see, our
methodology discovered two main Gaussian components with
an average distance of 0.011 and a standard deviation respect
to the crowd distribution of 0.008. The smallest component is
centered in the UTC � 6 time zone (Chicago, New Orleans,
Mexico City) that is the American Mountain Time Zone.
While the largest one is in the UTC + 1 time zone (Berlin,
Paris, Rome). We can note that the UTC + 1 time zone, aside
from Europe, covers also part of Africa (Namibia, Zimbabwe,
Nigeria, etc.), and actually our methodology cannot rule out
the fact that part of the crowd is from that part of the time
zone. However, the following information should be taken
into account: Africa is less developed than Europe from a
technological point of view. Rumors [10] suggest that the
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Fig. 11. Dream Market forum, http://tmskhzavkycdupbr.onion Of�cial forum
of Dream Market Marketplace.

Fig. 12. The Majestic Garden, http://bm26rwk32m7u7rec.onion Psychedelic
forum.

hidden service was under law enforcement control by the
Dutch police. One of the former administrators, OxyMonster,
is French [11]. So, we believe that, we can safely assume that
the crowd of the forum classi�ed in the UTC + 1 time zone
is mostly from Europe (though we cannot exclude that part of
it, or in principle all of it, is from Africa).

D. The Majestic Garden http://bm26rwk32m7u7rec.onion
The Majestic Garden is a meeting point for people who

share the passion for psychedelic experiences. It can be
thought of as a virtual hippie commune in the Dark Web.
In this forum the majority of topics are related to sharing
experience after drug assumption, in particular LSD and
psychedelic mushrooms. There are also topics related to selling
and buying these substances or how-tos that can help you make
them at home. In addition, there is a section dedicated to the
literature on psychedelic and spiritual experiences.

From this forum we classi�ed 638 active users and 75, 875
posts. In Figure 12 we show the distribution of users for
the Majestic Garden. Also in this case we have two main
components, an average distance of 0.009 and a standard
daviation of 0.011. The largest one is centered on UTC � 6
(Chicago, New Orleans, Mexico City), approximately in the
Midwest belt. The mean of the second one falls into UTC + 1
(Paris, Berlin, Rome). This is a mostly American forum.

E. Pedo Support Community http://support26v5pvkg6.onion
As the name suggests, the users of this forum have a

common interest in pedophilia. As they say, the forum was

Fig. 13. Pedo support community, http://support26v5pvkg6.onion.

born to share their experience far from a �world that does
not understand who they really are�. They are aware of the
immorality and illegality of their interests and behavior�
indeed in the forum it is possible to �nd some ethical dis-
cussion about their habits. Moreover, it is forbidden to share
pedopornographic material in the forum. Also it is not allowed
to disclose the country where the user lives and it is mandatory
to use the English language. Lastly, some sections of the forum
are hidden and access is allowed only to people that convince
the administrators of the forum to be able to contribute to the
discussions in a useful way. Of course, we have not done that
and therefore we have no data from that part of the forum.

After the cleaning step we classi�ed 290 active users that
wrote 44, 876 posts. In Figure 13 we show the distribution
of users across the time zones. In this case we have three
Gaussian components with a standard deviation of 0.012 and
an average distance of 0.01. The highest one is centered
between the UTC � 8 and the UTC � 7 (San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Las Vegas) time zones. The second important
component falls into the UTC� 3 time zone (Rio De Janeiro,
Halifax, Sao Paulo). The last one is smaller and centered in
the UTC + 4 time zone (Yerevan, Tbilisi, Abu Dhabi).

Differently from the other cases, in this forum we classi�ed
a component whose time zone, the UTC � 3 time zone (Rio
De Janeiro, Halifax, Sao Paulo), mostly covers countries in
the southern hemisphere. The exception is Halifax, Canada.
So, intuition would suggest that this part of the crowd lives
in South America. To support this intuition, we develop a
methodology that we can use to indicate whether this crowd
lives in the northern or southern hemisphere of the world. This
is described in the next Section.

Lastly, for all �ve Dark Web forums under investigation
we can notice how both the average and standard deviation
of the point-to-point distance between the Gaussian curves
and the crowd distributions shown in Table II are very low.
Even more so when compared to the baseline values�those
of the Malaysian distribution and its Gaussian �t shifted of 12
hours�This further supports our �ndings on these forums.

F. Telling apart the Northern and the Southern Hemisphere

It is well known that daylight saving time consists in
advancing clocks during summer. Usually, countries using
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